
 
Information from the Target Distribution center in regards to their upcoming hiring event. See the attached flyer and 
details below. 
  
Couple key dates/information: 

         Applications available online at target.com/careers beginning March 14th 

         Mass hiring event at our DeKalb Distribution Center on April 15th and 16th from 8am-4pm each day  

         All applicants who pass interviews are subject to a background check and drug screen as part of the conditional 
job offer 

         All candidates must apply online or in a Target store on the Kiosk before the hiring event and will be 
contacted to schedule their interview if they pass initial screening.  No walk ins will be allowed. 

  

Distribution Center Now Hiring 
The DeKalb Distribution Center is now hiring Maintenance Mechanics, UDC 
Warehouse Workers, and Operations Team Members 
  
Maintenance Mechanic 
Performs needed repairs on doors, dock plates, lighting, HVAC, plumbing and fire protection systems to resolve problems 
and ensure successful operation | Performs preventative maintenance and necessary repairs to maintain operation of 
conveyors and sorter equipment and "Red Tag" down equipment as necessary involving 3-phase 480 volt and industrial 
electrical systems, motor controls and related electronic equipment | Ensures the maintenance shop area is organized, 
neat and clean; Identifies and acts immediately regarding any safety hazards, spills, etc. to avoid the risk of accidents | 
Uses safe lifting techniques and operates power equipment in a safe manner | Abide by all stated regulations while 
performing work | Maintains records to ensure accountability of time, parts and repairs 
  
UDC Warehouse Worker 
Safely and efficiently handle and move merchandise using power equipment as needed | Receive and unload cartons or 
pallets from trailers. | Maintain carton count 
accuracy in the warehouse | Unload cartons from electric conveyor and stack onto trailer | Locate and remove pallets of 
merchandise in storage locations | Process 
orders quickly and efficiently 
  
Operations Team Members 
Unload cartons and/or pallets of cartons from inbound trailers. | Process merchandise using proper procedures and 
techniques | Identify, sort, and repackage products for individual handling | Manually sort product into destination 
containers | Load pallets of merchandise into outbound trailers 
  
You can expect a lot from working at Target. An inclusive, energetic 
team. A company focused on community. A brand that puts guests 
first. And the fun and flexibility of a job that works for you. 
  
To apply, visit Target.com/careers 
  
Benefits 
• Target merchandise discount 
• Competitive pay 
• Flexible scheduling 
  
  


